
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1627

And in the Hengfeng Hotel!

Jin Chengen still looked at Lin Fan proudly and sneered:

“I have notified Lin Zhan’ao, and also called my old father-in-law. Do

you know who my old father-in-law is? He is Guo Tianlin, the master

of Qingmen. Lin Fan, you are dead, hahaha!”

“Now, you knelt down and knocked my head a few times, and then

sent Bai Yi to my bed. Maybe I can still consider and spare your life!”

puff!

Hahaha!

Upon hearing this, Kou Jianghuai and others burst into laughter

frantically, as if they had heard a joke.

One by one is called forward and backward, and the flowers are

trembling, and they are almost crazy.

“What are you laughing at?”

Jin Chengen scolded in anger:

“Don’t you think I’m lying? There are things with no eyes, I will make

you look good in a while!”

Kou Jianghuai and others stopped laughing, and then looked at him

coldly:

“You don’t have to be wishful thinking, your rescuer can’t come!”

Everyone looked at him as if they were looking at a dead person!

This idiot dared to be so arrogant when he died, it was really a problem

with his mind!

what!

Jin Chengen’s expression changed suddenly, but he still sneered

arrogantly:

“You want to lie to me? Do you think I’m a fool? I won’t believe you.

My people are already on their way, and then you will be finished!”

Kou Jianghuai and others shook their heads, and the ironic smile on

the corners of their mouths became stronger.

Is this the innocence of the ignorant?

however!

At this moment, Jin Chengen’s phone rang, and Jin Chengen glanced at

the caller ID and burst out laughing:

“My father-in-law called me, you’re done!”

Then, he quickly pressed the PA and asked with a grin:

“Dad, the person you arranged for me is coming soon?”

just!

On the other end came Guo Tianlin’s angry roar:

“Jin Chengen, you useless rubbish! How on earth did you offend the

genius Doctor Lin?”

“Do you know, just because of your trash, my youth was almost

destroyed!”

what!

Jin Chengen’s eyes were about to stare out, and the smile on that face

instantly solidified.

Qingmen, almost wiped out?

How is this possible!

The Qingmen has a history of more than two hundred years. Can it be

destroyed if you want to destroy it?

How could Lin Fan have such an ability?

“Dad, did you make a mistake? He is a doctor. How can he be so

capable?”

Jin Chengen was almost crying, Lin Fan and the others said it was true.

Isn’t his rescue really coming?

“It’s just a doctor? Have you ever seen a doctor who can let Nihuang

Army call and threaten me in person? You idiot! Until now, I don’t

know what kind of existence I offended!”

Guo Tianlin was extremely annoyed and said that because of Jin

Chengen, his youth almost got cold!

But this idiot didn’t even notice it?

Nihuang Army Seat!

Hearing this name, Jin Chengen was shocked immediately!

The entire face suddenly showed extreme fear, and the whole person

was directly stunned.

Lin Fan, the Nihuang Army seat called?

What a joke!

That’s the existence of the Huaxia Army God!

The god in the hearts of millions of sergeants!

A flick of a finger is enough to make the Qingmen disappear from this

world. Will this existence be Lin Fan’s backing?

Hallucinations!

This must be an illusion!

“Rice bucket, I will let my daughter divorce you right away! I don’t care

about your business!”

After the frustrated scolding was over, Guo Tianlin hung up the phone

directly.

“No, dad, save me! You can’t leave me alone!”

just!

There was no movement on the other end!

But before Jin Chengen questioned Lin Fan, another call came in.

“Chairman, our property has been frozen, all companies under our

name have been forced to be investigated, and our stock market has

also collapsed across the board inexplicably!”

“Chairman, we are bankrupt!”

boom!

Jin Chengen’s head was like a bomb, which exploded in a sudden burst.

bankrupted?

First, Guo Tianlin abandoned him, and now he is bankrupt. This is the

rhythm to drive him to death!

At the moment, Jin Chengen looked at Lin Fan sadly:

“It’s you, you did everything, right?”
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